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Abstract
Procuring enough raw materials is an important decision faced with industries’ logistic managers to sustain production lines and improve the
competitiveness of an industry within the global market. Since 2017 a large numbers of forest companies in northern Iran have struggling with
providing enough wood supply to retain their production-line demands as a result of the logging ban policy over commercial forests. Therefore, they
have to buy commercial logs from far-distance domestic plantation and low-quality timbers, either from legitimate or illegitimate sources. This will
negatively affect transportation and unit delivery cost of raw materials. The current study is aimed to provide an integrated modeling approach to
analyze the current supply-chain network and propose possible logistic scenarios to improve inbound logistics. The model was applied to a realistic
wood supply-chain network of 23,000 km² with 172 forest companies which stretch across 20 cities in Mazandaran province, located in northern Iran.
To do so, supply sites, demand locations, cost data (transport, loading and unloading type of machine, etc.) and assortment types were collected. Then,
an optimization model with in inventory management was formulated to integrate this information and provide an optimal solution. The results
showed that the demand portfolio of the studied logistic network consisted of sawlogs (38%), low-quality timbers (15%) and farm-tree pruning woods
(45%). Illegitimated timbers provided 22% of the small-sized mill’s demands, while the rest came from legal sources and/or wood yard terminals. The
use of wood-yard terminal instead of purchasing woods from illegitimate wood dealers led to a saving of US$1.29 of available tonnes of wood �bers.
We assessed the sensitivity of the solution, such as changing in the policy of illegitimate woods, which shows a signi�cant effect on the total cost of
network.

Introduction
In a forest product supply chain, forest �bers (commercial and low-quality woods) are practically needed to produce forest products. However,
procuring and transporting the required �bers in the most cost-effective way is challenging in terms of transportation cost and unit delivery cost
(Anderson and Nelson 2004; Contreras et al. 2008; Alzaqebah et al. 2018). Harvested timbers, after pre-processing operations, are often carried by
trucks; either directly or indirectly to wood-yard terminals before distributing them among supply consumers (Augustynczik et al. 2016; George and Binu
2018). Spatial dispersal and a reduction in the amount of wood �bers available for harvest, a high transportation costs, an environmental concern
regarding ecological paradigms and an increasing price of �nal products persuaded researchers to search for an optimal wood supply-chain network in
forest product industries (Taskhiri et al. 2015; Chen et al. 2017). Nowadays, the development of an optimal logistic network becomes one of the
signi�cant aspects of supply-chain planning, and even a slight improvement in transportation e�ciency can signi�cantly reduce the total cost of
operations (Chung et al. 2008; Chen et al. 2017). In the wood industry, given that transportation phase is the major cost of a wood supply-chain
network, using an appropriate logistic network planning it is possible to minimize the overall distance, cost of the network and �nally the unit delivery
cost (Beaudoin et al. 2007; Chauhan et al. 2009). Such a planning approach must meet the needs of all demand centers, while using the full capacity of
suppliers (Carlsson and Rönnqvist 2007; Beed et al. 2020). Forest transportation planning, both off-road and on-road, is one of the most expensive
activities in wood supply-chain network which can be modeled through mathematical modeling approaches. Depending on the size of the problem,
complexity of the network and the type of decisions various solution algorithms, e.g., exact solutions, heuristics and evolutionary algorithms, have so
far been proposed in the literature for solving complex and challenging transportation problems (Chung and Session 2000; Aruga 2005; Gracia et al.
2014; Zamora-Cristales et al. 2015; Charkhgard et al. 2018; Jamhuri et al. 2021).

Linear programming (LP) model, as the most common operations research method, is one of the most popular and widely used to allocate limited
resources optimally among competing activities, quality improvements, cost reductions and productivity increases (Macmillan and Fairweather 1988;
Acuna 2018). In the context of forestry, LP has been successfully applied to timber harvesting (Öhman et al. 2011), maximum allowable timber yield
(Rijal et al. 2018), spatial forest planning (McDillet al. 2016), supply chain network (Daya and Nourelfath 2018) and transportation planning (Hosseini
et al., 2018) across the world. Palander and Väätäinen (2005) presented an optimization model based on linear programming scheme in which they
used backhaul opportunities to minimize unloading travel distance throughout the entire wood supply-chain network. Bredstrӧm and Rӧnnavist (2006)
used a mixed integer programming model for a di�cult combined distribution and ship scheduling problem. The problem includes several forest
products and multiple pick up and deliveries. Beaudoin et al. (2007) address plan robustness assessment taking into account multiple sources of
uncertainties related mainly to supply availability and machine capacity. Chauhan et al. (2009) demonstrated a good performance level of the heuristic
approach for a small-scale wood supply-chain problem, and of the branch-and-price approach for large scale problems. Zamora-Cristales et al. (2015)
used ant-colony (ACO) evolutionary algorithm for the biomass supply-chain network, i.e., procurement and logistics. Their study appraised lower cost
than the usual to plan the optimum network design from forest sites to wood yard terminals. Acuna (2018) developed an integrated optimization model
for handling decisions on wood �ow scheduling, and routing when both commercial timbers and biomass residues needed to be transported from
forest coups to the mill yards from the perspective of the Australian forest industry. Shabaev et al. (2020) proposed an approach to the optimal
planning of wood harvesting and timber supply from the perspective of Russian forest product industries. They used decomposition algorithm
combined with heuristics for solving their operational problem. The results showed that a saving of between 5 and 10% in the total supply chain cost
compared to the base-case scenario. Jamhuri et al. (2021) developed an optimization approach for routing problem in order to reduce the total cost of
network by reducing the truck �eet, eliminating overtime, and increasing the e�ciency of the transportation network. The real-time supply chain
planning and inventory management of each potential and existing node within the network of wood supply chain is governed by product delivery
prices and operations management e�ciencies of each unit throughout the entire network (Shahi 2016). This will result in improving the
competitiveness of industries within the global market. Azizi et al. (2008) estimated demand of wood panels by the year of 2012 in Iran and reported
the consumptions of particleboard, �berboard and mid-density �berboard will increase by 33%, 72% and 107%, respectively. A few years later,
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Mohammadi Limaei et al. (2011) based on 30-year time series analysis (1979–2009) estimated that wood export is expected to be 21,000 tons per to
cover the demand of forest industry across the country.

Increasing wood demands at the global level, high transportation costs and limiting domestic wood suppliers for providing industries’ raw materials are
some of the practical challenges faced with major forest companies in northern Iran (Ra�ghi et al. 2006; Norizah et al. 2014). Parallel to this, the
general demand of wood is growing from year to year, while the amount of legitimate and/or authorized wood supply productions has been intensely
decreased in recent years (Ra�ghi et al. 2006). So, according to country's dependence on imported woods from neighboring countries (e.g., Russia (81%
by value), United Arab Emirates (2.7% by value), Azerbaijan (7.50% by value) and the rest 8.8% from other countries such as south Korea, Armenia,
China, Malaysia, Turkey, etc.), it is necessary to specify the optimal wood supply chain network. Menhaj (2007) concluded given decreasing and/or
remove the government’s tariff on imported woods, the social bene�ts and wood smugglers caused by illegitimated harvesting would decrease. In
addition, since 2017 the government prohibited any commercial exploitations of Iranian natural forests for a period of ten years, due to the recent forest
management policies called “breathing plan “aimed at improving forest health and protecting these resources as much as possible. Deploying this
policy not only was successful, but also led to extensive illegal smuggling of logs as 10–15% higher than ever before (Sotoudeh foumani et al. 2021).
This policy may put increasing pressures on forest industries to re-think of their current wood supply-chain network and practices leading to reduce
total cost of the delivered products and increase productivity while reducing a surge in companies demand for illegitimate supply materials.

Because of the supply shortage, uncertainty in inbound logistics (raw materials) and avoid high transportation cost, some forest companies, mainly
small-scale sawmills, are purchasing woods from illegitimate sources instead of importing timbers or supplying woods from remote afforestation
regions to keep production lines active and reduce their unit production cost. Illegitimate activity not only has signi�cantly affected forest resources, but
this could help spur timber and timber market change. Therefore, in order to remain competitiveness in the global market, it is necessary for forest
industries to �nd ways to manage supply shortages and inventories of raw materials at different locations of the supply chain network (such as source,
wood-yard and production plans). This therefore, helps sawmill supply team to reduce operational costs and avoid interruptions in mill’s production
lines while reducing the cost of deliver products and increasing its competitiveness. For this reason, we studied the current supply chain network and
analyze three set of logistic scenarios by integrating inventory management and production planning with traditional supply chain management
decision models aiming to achieve lower operation costs while decreasing illegitimate harvesting from these forests. In this study, we developed an
integrated solutions based on the spatial analysis and mathematical optimization to identify the optimal logistics network of a wood supply-chain
network. Spatial analysis tailored to preprocess the spatial database while a production supply chain management with inventory management
formulated to improve the quality of solutions. We analyzed a few logistics scenarios to explore the sensitivity of the model while removing illegitimate
harvesting and integrations in the inbound logistics (supply side) for a short-term operational problem of a case study in Mazandaran’s forest industry
in northern Iran.

Materials And Method

Case study
The mathematical model developed in previous section is intended to help industrial logistic managers by securing enough supply from various
sources to keep their production lines active and remain competitive in the market. To use and push the developed decision tool to the limit of its
capacity, a realistic case study has applied to the region of Mazandaran province in northern Iran. The area is situated on the northern slopes of Alborz
mountains between36°40 to 36°56N latitude and 50°21to 54°0'52E longitude. The area covers an area of 23,000 km² which stretch across 20 cities
along southern coast of the Caspian Sea. The region has 7940 km2 of forest resources and 4420 km2 of various types of orchards. The geographical
location of study area with the logistic network complexities is illustrated in Fig. 1. The area has high diversity of physiographic and topographic
features, experiencing the mild climate of the Caspian region with an elevation extend from sea level up to 2,800 meters. Figure 2 presents the �owchart
of the study.

Figure 1

Figure 2

Mathematical Formulation
An optimization model was developed to analyze the interactions of a complex forest supply chain network. The model minimizes the transport and
inventory control costs. The following generic model presents the relationships throughout a regional supply chain system using potential network site 
s ∈ S ⊂ N from supplier to o ∈ O ⊂ Nmill in order to allocate effectively assortment a ∈ A. The supply chain model consists of three agents:
inbound logistics includes upstream supply or potential wood-yard terminals w ∈ W ⊂ N, as midstream processing centers, and outbound logistics
(downstream mill demands). The indexes, sets, parameters, and decision variables required are presented below.
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Sets

n ∈ N the set of potential nodes with the supply chain network

s ∈ S ⊂ N the set of supplier sites

o ∈ O ⊂ N the set of mill sites

w ∈ W ⊂ N the set of wood-yard terminals

a ∈ A the set of assortment types

t ∈ T the set of time periods

k ∈ K the set of available trucks used for transporting different types of assortments through the supply chain network

Parameters

qsa amount of assortment (tone) of type a ∈ Aavailable for transportation in supply sites ∈ S

Pwa amount of assortment (tone) of type a ∈ A already available for transportation in wood-yard terminal w ∈ W

cf
asok cost ($. tone− 1) of transporting 1 tone of assortment   a ∈ A   using truck type k between nodes  s ∈ S   and   o ∈ O  . This cost includes

length between nodes.

cw
aswk cost ($. tone− 1) of transporting 1 tone of assortment   a ∈ A   using truck type k between nodes   s ∈ S   and   w ∈ W  . This cost

includes length between nodes.

cv
awok cost ($. tone− 1) of transporting 1 tone of assortment   a ∈ A   using truck type k between node   w ∈ W  and   o ∈ O  . This cost

includes length between nodes.

cf
s

unit cost ($) of inventory in forest site  s ∈ S  

cw
w

unit cost ($) of inventory at terminal node  w ∈ W  

cv
o

unit cost ($) of inventory in industry node  o ∈ O  

daot demand (tone) of assortment typea ∈ A in node o ∈ O in time periodt

σawt the total capacity of wood-yard terminal for assortment type a ∈ A in node in time periodt

Decision variables

xf
asokt

�ow of assortments a ∈ Ausing truck type k between nodes s ∈ S and o ∈ Oduring time periodt

xw
aswkt

�ow of assortments a ∈ Ausing truck type k between nodes s ∈ S and w ∈ Wduring time periodt

xv
awokt

�ow of assortments a ∈ Ausing truck type k between nodes w ∈ Wand o ∈ Oduring time periodt

If
sat

inventory level of assortments a ∈ Aat node s ∈ S at the end of time period t

Iw
wat

inventory level of assortmentsa ∈ A at node w ∈ W at the end of time period t

Iv
oat

inventory level of assortments a ∈ Aat node o ∈ Oat the end of time period t

The objective function minimizes total transportation cost of the supply chain network including from forest to industries and/or direct shipment (Eq.
2), from forest to terminals (Eq. 3), from terminals to mills (Eq. 4), inventory cost in supply sites (Eq. 5), in terminal nodes (Eq. 6), and in mill sites (Eq.
7), respectively. The cost is sum of the following six terms which accumulate all cost elements involved in the problem.
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Main constraints as follows:
 

If
sat−1 + ∑ qsa − ∑

o ∈O
xf

asokt − ∑
w∈W

xw
aswkt − If

sat = 0 ∀s ∈ S, a ∈ A, t ∈ T (8)

∑
k ∈K

∑
t∈T

xf
asokt ⩽ qsa

\forall s\in S,a\in A (9)

I_{{wat - 1}}^{w}+{p_w}+\sum\limits_{{s \in S}} {x_{{aswkt}}^{f}} - \sum\limits_{{o \in O}} {x_{{awokt}}^{v}} -
I_{{wat}}^{w}=0

\forall w\in W, a\in
A,t\in T

(10)

\sum\limits_{{k \in K}} {\sum\limits_{{s \in S}} {x_{{aswkt}}^{f}} } +{p_w} \leqslant {\sigma _{awt}} \forall w\in W, a\in
A,t\in T

(11)

I_{{oat - 1}}^{v}+\sum\limits_{{s \in S}} {x_{{asokt}}^{f}} +\sum\limits_{{w \in W}} {x_{{awokt}}^{w}} - I_{{oat}}^{v}=0 \forall o\in O,a\in
A,t\in T

(12)

\sum\limits_{{s \in S}} {\sum\limits_{{k \in K}} {x_{{asokt}}^{f}} } +\sum\limits_{{w \in W}} {\sum\limits_{{k \in K}}
{x_{{awokt}}^{w}} } ={d_{oat}}

\forall o\in O,a\in
A,t\in T

(13)

{I}_{sat}^{\text{f}},{I}_{wat}^{\text{w}},{I}_{oat}^{\text{v}},{x}_{asokt}^{\text{f}},{x}_{aswkt}^{w},{x}_{awokt}^{\text{v}}\ge
0

  (14)

Eqs. (8)-(14) are the constraints of the mathematical model. Eq. 8 �ow conservation in supply sites, ensure that quantity of available assortments must
transport either to the mill sites or wood-yard terminal. Eq. 9 guarantees that the supply procured is less than or equal to the total available in each
supply site. Eq. 10 presents �ow balance constraints in wood-yard terminals such that the amount of inbound �ow plus already available volume of
assortments at terminals must be equal to the volume of assortments transported to the mill sites. The terminals have a limited storage capacity of
assortments. Eq. 11 ensures that volumes soared at a terminal never exceed the terminal capacities. Eq. 12 represents the balancing constraints for
mill sites. Eq. 13 states that demand at mill sites is satis�ed such that out�ows from supply sites (direct transport) or terminal locations must meet
demand at the mill sites. Eq. 14 states the non-negativity restrictions, respectively.

Procurement
The downstream supply chain network was characterized by 172 sites with one-year planning horizon. Demand of the industries assume to be ful�lled
with different types of assortments (e.g., commercial logs, low-quality timbers and farm-tree pruning) transported either directly from source nodes or
from wood yard terminals. In the present forest product supply chain, the large-scale sawmill (7 out of 172) consumes sawlogs (either from forest
plantation or imported woods), while and plywood and paper mills consume low-quality timbers such as cross-cut debris, rejected or small-diameter
wood �bers. In addition to sawlogs, small-scale sawmills consume illegitimate wood �bers from close-distance wood dealers instead of purchasing
�bers from legitimate sources. Forest product industries supply chain network in our study area can be described by Fig. 3. The total demand of
industries is 865,000 tones, composed of 332,000 tones of sawlogs and 534,000tones of low-quality timbers (e.g., �rewood, rejected, small-diameter
wood �ber, etc.) over a one-year planning horizon. Since 1963’s commercial harvesting operations have been conducted by the Iranian forest service
with an annual allowable cut of 2M m− 3 annually. Due to the forest logging ban policy imposed by the bureau of forests, procuring this source of
supply can no longer provide legitimate wood �bers for the forest industry companies, however, smuggle-wood dealers sometime violate this policy and
harvest a signi�cant quantity of woods, which they transport and sell out to some small-scale sawmills. The volume of smuggled wood �ber was
identi�ed through general police custom o�ces in the outlets of the study area. In addition to smuggled timbers, other sources of supply include
legitimate timbers from domestic plantation, commercial and low-quality timbers, wood imports, and farm-tree pruning woods from private orchards
(e.g., branches of apple, cherry, olive, etc.) that can be consumed by industrial mills. Regardless of illegitimate woods that are directly shipped to the
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forest companies, all available timbers (i.e., authorized wood supply) are often transported to wood-yard terminals before distributing them among
forest industry consumers.

Figure 3

Under this condition, downstream directions of forest supply chain are not assured of wood �bers from upstream directions therefore we inclusion of
inventory control management into the traditional supply chain network is required to meet demand requirements of mill sites.

Within the current network, a large proportion of sawlogs (approx. 98%) �ows either from forest plantation or imported woods, this supply volume are
already available in wood-yard terminals before distributing among industrial mills. The information (shipment �ow) starts from the upstream direction
(i.e., supply) towards the downstream direction (demand) either directly or after passing wood-yard terminals transported to mill locations, considering
mills’ demand requirements. The network includes inbound logistics (raw materials), transportation of wood �bers as raw materials to forest
companies, inventory control management at three levels of the logistics network (farm-tree pruning woods, wood-yard terminals and mill storages),
outbound logistics (sawmills). The input parameters were compiled from the Iranian road and transport ministry (RMTO 2020). The input parameters
of the forest supply chain network described in Table 1.

Table 1

Transportation
After de�ning wood �ber availability, the next step is the development of logistics network within which the �bers will be brought to the mills based on
their requirement. Accordingly, the two major elements that have to be de�ned are 1) how the mills acquire the �ber and 2) how �ber is conveyed to
them. In the forest supply chain network, it is imperative the connection among supply �bres, wood-yard terminals and mills have to be established in
relation to the road network. Having more than 2857 kilometres of public roads, the shipment of wood becomes emblematic of the resource region.
Flowing in various forms across the region, the �ber has several routing options which have a direct in�uence on the transportation costs from supply
sources such as the road types, speed limits, road curvature, etc. Route search requires a useful and accurate algorithm to calculate the distance
between each one of logistic nodes. Here, we developed a version of the shortest path algorithm by imbedding the Haversine algorithms (Chopde and
Nichat 2013). This algorithm provides a considerable circle distance between two locations on a non-�at surface, which is more accurate than other
distance estimators such as Euclidean, Manhattan, etc. Provided with the geographic coordination of nodes, it can determine real-distance between two
nodes on the surface of a sphere. An illustration of the distance calculator using the Haversine algorithm compared with the straight-line distance (crow
�y) is illustrated in Fig. 4. The pseudo code of Haversine algorithm is presented as Algorithm shortest path:

 

//Algorithm shortest path based on haversine distance algorithm  

begins    

input data    

set s,d&r//read spatial position of nodes from �les (s: source node, d: end node, r: earth’s radius)  

addgeographic coordinates of nodesin radian  

  for each i in list of nodes

  do //Call math import radians

  �nd_Δlongij_between_nodes // longitude of start and end node

  Calc.a = sin2(Δ{\phi }_{ij}/2) + cost({\phi }_{i})cos(({\phi }_{j})sin2(Δ{\phi }_{ij}/2) // Square of straight-lie distance between pairs

  Calc. β = 2.atan2(sqrt(a), sqrt (1-a) //Great circle distance in radians

  Calc. λ = r.β //real distance in km

  end for  

return λ for each pair  

End  

Note: {\phi }_{ij} represents geographical coordination of nodes in radian

Results
The planning problem was formulated using linear programming techniques and solved using Lingo 18.0 (Lindo Systems, Inc. 2018) modeling
language without adjusting default settings. All experiments were conducted on a PC with an Intel core i7 GHz processor and 8 GB of RAM. The model
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was ease of computation, which required an average computational time of less than 5 minutes per scenario. The problem thus consisted of 17,807
variables and 1,563 constraints.

Considering that providing supply from authorized sources is the core constituents of the forest supply chain in the region, it is essential to determine
how the available supply can be distributed among industries while reducing transportation and unit delivery costs. The total cost of status quo
scenario (i.e., the current supply-chain network) is shown in Table 2. The total cost of the network was 6.087,000 $ for the status quo scenario, of which
the transportcost of Illegitimate wood �bers accounted for 22% of the total cost. Transportation cost of farm-tree pruning woods accounted for a large
share of the cost, either directly to mills (44%) or distributed from terminal to mills (20%). Transportation of sawlogs from terminal to mills constituted a
small share (4%) of the total supply-chain cost. Because of the surplus supply of sawlogs at terminals the model incurred an extra cost of inventory
(3.21%) at terminals. If the total cost of the network is divided by the total transported wood through the logistics network, it is possible to see the unit
delivery cost per one tone of wood �ber. The wood �ber can be delivered at a cost of US$ 7.09 available tonne-1. The results showed that the demand
portfolio of mills consisted of legitimate wood �ber such as sawlogs (4%), low-quality timbers (8%) and farm-tree pruning woods (63%). Illegitimate
wood �bers, however, provided 22% of the demand of industries (Table 2).

Table 2

We assessed the sensitivity of the solution aiming to exclude smuggle wood �bers from the existing supply-chain network. By changing the network
con�gurations, through changing the volume of illegitimate �bers, we generated a set of three scenarios: i) reduced by 15%, increasing by 15% of
illegitimate wood �bers and omitting from the current wood supply-chain network and asses their impacts on the total cost of supply-chain network.
Table 3 illustrates the results of examined logistics scenario by changing the volume of illegitimate wood �bers. 

Table 3.

The results showed that changing the policy of wood procurement signi�cantly changed the total cost of wood supply-chain network. Reducing the
illegitimate wood from the network, reduced the total cost of the network by 5.13% compared to the status quo scenario, while increasing it led to
increase the total cost as 2.47%. Total cost of network signi�cantly reduced by 18.25% compared to the status quo scenario in which mill supplies
provided from the terminal instead of illegitimate wood �bers in the network (Table 3). Reducing the share of illegitimate wood from the network led to
a gain of US$0.36/tones, while increasing its share caused an extra cost of US$0.18/tones. The best-case scenario optimistically led to a gain of
US$1.29/tones for the entire supply-chain network. A part of the solution generated by the model for �owing different types of wood �bers (from private
orchards, terminals and illegitimate wood dealers) through the logistic network is illustrated in Fig. 5. 

Discussion
Although, supply-chain management design problems for an operational planning have been studied extensively in recent years, most of the models
consider traditional decision elements separately, such as �ow scheduling, facility location, production processes, while less effort focused on
integrating inventory control decisions into the context of supply-chain problems within the forest logistics domains. Therefore, there is a need for an
e�cient planning system that integrates supply-chain network design model with inventory management and under shortage of supply sources. We
proposed a modeling framework that can be used as decision support tool for operational analysis and tactical planning of wood supply chain. The
modeling approach is generic and it could be possible to evaluate a number of operational scenarios. We have analyzed a real-world forest supply-
chain problem in which supply sources are coming from different sources that make the operational logistics network challenging and the delivery cost
of raw materials expensive to sawmill. In addition, due to recent forest management policy of prohibiting harvesting activities from the natural forests
trading illegitimate wood �bers has increased (Sotoudeh Foumani et al. 2021), which signi�cantly increased pressure on forest product industries to
review their logistic practices from a sustainable and authorized source, while reducing a surge in companies demand for illegitimate supply. The
original problem showed that at the moment 22% of the demand portfolio is supplied from the illegitimate wood �bers. Purchasing wood �bers from
the illegitimate sources increased the delivery cost of raw materials and also the total cost of the network. Using the scenario analysis, we found that
this proportion (i.e., illegitimate source of wood �ber) can by reduced or taken away provided that policy is changed or sawmills supplied raw materials
from authorized sources such as wood yard terminals (Chan et al. 2009; Sarrazin et al. 2018a). Sarrazin et al. (2018b) reported that the use of wood-
yard terminals, oversized trucks and backhauling opportunities between terminals and mill locations could procure a pro�t of US$0.68/available m3 to
the forest products supply chain considered in eastern Canada. The use of wood yard terminal is not generalized well in the forest product industry and
a few studies considered its potential to reduce the overall transportation cost and sort timbers before distributing them among mill industries. Results
of current analysis with this study suggested that lower transportation and delivery costs were the most important variables in making a wood yard
terminal pro�table. The results are in line with �ndings of Epstein et al. (2007), reported that the use of terminal allows for backhauling opportunities
(i.e., truck carries a load when returning from a destination to the area of the origin of the �rst load: (Zhang et al. 2017), which led to saving of
industries up to 20% in a case study of Chilian forest product industries. Averaged, the transportation distances were 58.43 km in base scenario (in
which illegitimate wood �bers provided supply to mills), 55.22 km for scenario two and three (changing the share of illegitimate wood �bers) and 45.47
km for scenario three (the use of wood yard terminals to send materials to mills). This analysis showed that it is more pro�table to use wood yard
terminal in the supply-chain network, while it can reduce share of illegitimate wood �bers from the forest and save more forests for the case in practice.
This result is in accordance with �ndings of Sarrazin et al. (2021), reported that the use of wood-yard terminal led to increase the pro�t by US$0.0.70
for each cubic meter of wood available for harvesting.
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Conclusions
The present model can produce more �exible solutions if the illegitimate wood �bers are removed from the network. Our analysis showed that by
neglecting this scenario led to a gain of US$0.36/tones for the delivered raw materials to the mill gates. Perhaps the most optimistic or economic
scenario is to provide mills with the materials from legitimate source and/or wood-yard terminal. The reason is attributed to the use of high loading
capacity trucks to transport timbers from terminals to mill locations and reduce transportation distance. Therefore, with determining optimal
distribution paths and transportation system it is possible to send woods from supply centers to demand centers with lower price and higher quality
and this lead to decrease unallowable harvesting from forest.
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Tables
Table 1 Input parameters of the integrated inventory management sawlogs supply chain simulation model with a merchandizing yard.

Inbound logistics (supply)  Private orchards  20.00

Illegitimate wood dealers 42.00

Wood-yard terminal 2.00

Outbound logistics (demand)  Large-scale mills 

(av. demand 46000 tone-1)

Pulp & paper mill 1.00

Plywood mill 5.00

Veneer mill 1.00

Small scale mills   (av. demand = 110 m3)   120.00

Assortment types 4.00

Transport cost (US$/tonne-1) From private orchards to terminal (mini-truck) 0.185

Illegitimate sources to mills (Typical vans) 0.72

Transport logs from terminals to mills (dump trucks) 0.122

Transport other types of �ber (mini-truck)  

Storage cost (US$/tonne-1) Private orchard  0.75

Wood-yard terminal  1.25

Mill 1.00

Terminal capacity (tone) 600,000

Table 2.  Separation of the total logistics cost of the wood supply-chain network (status quo scenario) 

Cost attributes    Transportation cost (US$) Share of demand (%)  

Illegitimate wood 1,304,597 21.43

farm-tree pruning wood From wood-dealers to mills 2,655,873 43.63

From terminal to mills 1,212,973 19.93

Sawlogs from terminal 254,444.50             4.18

Low-quality wood  463,673 7.62

Inventory in forest   0.00 0.00

Inventory at terminal  195,684.40 3.21

Inventory at mills  0.00 0.00

Total supply-chain  6,087,245 100.00

Unit transportation cost ($/tonne-1) 7.09  

Table 3. Cost decomposition for the total supply-chain cost subject to multiple logistics scenarios 
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Item Transportation cost (US$)

  Scenario 1 Scenario 2 Scenario 3 

Wood smuggling 992,553.90             1,500,321. 0.000

farm-tree pruning woods From province cities to demand centers 2,655,873.             2,655,873 2,655,873

From terminal to demand centers 1,212,973.             121,2973 1,212,973

Sawlogs from terminal 254,444.5             254,444.5 254,444.5

Low-quality timbers from terminal             46,3673.4             410,272.4 657,297.5

Inventory in forest   0.000 0.000 0.000

Inventory at terminal  195,684.4             203,846.5 195,688.80

Inventory at mills  0.000 0.000 0.000

Total supply-chain  5,775,202.00 6,237,730.00 4,976,277.00

Unit transportation cost ($/tonne-1) 6.73 7.27 5.80

Figures

Figure 1

The geographical location of study area with the logistic network complexities
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Figure 2

Flowchart of the study 
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Figure 3

Forest product industries supply chain network 

Figure 4

Comparison of the straight distance (red line) and Haversine distance (blue line) between two points

Figure 5
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mapping part of the solution generated by the optimization model


